ABSTRACT Nucleolar dominance describes the silencing of one parent's ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes in a genetic hybrid. In Arabidopsis thaliana, rRNA genes are clustered in two nucleolus organizer regions, NOR2 and NOR4. In F 8 recombinant inbreds (RI) of the A. thaliana ecotypes Ler and Cvi, lines that display strong nucleolar dominance inherited a specific combination of NORs, Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2. These lines express almost all rRNA from Cvi NOR4. The reciprocal NOR genotype, Ler NOR4/Cvi NOR2, allowed for expression of rRNA genes from both NORs. Collectively, these data reveal that neither Cvi rRNA genes nor NOR4 are always dominant. Furthermore, strong nucleolar dominance does not occur in every RI line inheriting Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2, indicating stochastic effects or the involvement of other genes segregating in the RI mapping population. A partial explanation is provided by an unlinked locus, identified by QTL analysis, that displays an epistatic interaction with the NORs and affects the relative expression of NOR4 vs. NOR2. Collectively, the data indicate that nucleolar dominance is a complex trait in which NORs, rather than individual rRNA genes, are the likely units of regulation.
N UCLEOLAR dominance is an epigenetic phenomgenes are kept silent by a mechanism that involves repressive chromatin modifications. However, the mechaenon that describes nucleolus formation at the nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) inherited from only one nisms that are initially responsible for choosing one progenitor's rRNA genes for inactivation and for estabparent of an interspecies (interspecific) hybrid (Reeder 1985; Pikaard 2000a,b; Viegas et al. 2002) . NORs are lishing nucleolar dominance remain unknown. In bread wheat, the addition of a single NOR-bearing chromosomal loci where ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes chromosome from its wild relative, Aegilops umbellulata is are organized by the hundreds (sometimes thousands) sufficient to cause nucleolar dominance and to suppress in head-to-tail tandem arrays that span millions of base the activity of the wheat NORs (Martini et al. 1982) . pairs (Ritossa and Spiegelman 1965; Wallace and This observation suggests that the presence of the domiBirnstiel 1966; Phillips et al. 1971) . It is the transcripnant NOR alone may be sufficient to cause nucleolar tion of rRNA genes by RNA polymerase I that brings dominance. Experimental results in Xenopus suggested about nucleolus formation (Nogi et al. 1991) ; thus the that it is the rRNA genes themselves that are responsible molecular basis for nucleolar dominance is the tranfor nucleolar dominance, presumably due to rRNA gene scription of only one parental set of rRNA genes (Honjo sequence differences that alter transcription factor bindand Reeder 1973; Chen and Pikaard 1997) .
ing affinities (Reeder and Roan 1984) . According to Nucleolar dominance could result from preferential this model, dominant rRNA genes are those with the activation of the dominant parental set of rRNA genes, highest affinity for one or more DNA-binding proteins preferential silencing of the underdominant set (note that are available in limited supply relative to the number that the term "recessive" is inappropriate), or both. There of rRNA genes (Reeder 1985) . A correlation between is substantial evidence that enforcement (maintenance) nucleolar dominance and longer rRNA gene intergenic of nucleolar dominance involves preferential gene silencspacer length (which is where the promoter and other ing because underdominant rRNA genes can be dereregulatory elements reside) in wheat was interpreted as pressed by chemical inhibitors of DNA methylation (A. being consistent with this model (Flavell 1986b) . Viera et al. 1990; Neves et al. 1995; Sequences other than rRNA genes located adjacent 1997; Chen et al. 1998) or of histone deacetylation (Chen to the NORs have also been implicated in nucleolar domiand Pikaard 1997). These data indicate that rRNA nance in flies. In Drosophila hybrids, chromosomal deletions in a heterochromatic region adjacent to the dominant NORs resulted in the loss of suppression at the 1 F 2 seedling, were frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground to a that NORs might be regulated as single genetic elements, (CAPS analysis) as described above.
NOR2. These data indicate that modifier loci act on
Quantitation of nucleolar dominance phenotypes for QTL specific NORs and help determine the strength of nuclemapping: A total of 10 l of the RT-PCR reaction was digested with 10 units of RsaI, resolved on a 2% agarose gel, and stained olar dominance.
with ethidium bromide (RT-CAPS analysis). The resulting DNA bands in the gel were visualized using ultraviolet light transillumination and were recorded using a digital camera. MATERIALS AND METHODS Kodak ID 3.5.3 software was then used to determine the fluorescence intensity of Cvi-and Ler-specific bands. The fluores-A. thaliana recombinant inbred lines and hybrids: A colleccence intensity of the Ler band was then divided by the intention of 162 recombinant inbred lines derived from reciprocal sity of the Cvi band and the resulting number was defined as crosses of the A. thaliana ecotypes Ler and Cvi (Alonsothe nucleolar dominance phenotype. In those cases in which Blanco et al. 1998) was obtained from the Arabidopsis Biologino Ler transcript band was detectable, the numerical value cal Resource Center (ABRC; stock no. CS22000). The RI lines 0.05 was assigned as the nucleolar dominance phenotype. are descendants of 162 F 2 individuals that self-pollinated to Statistical procedures: Single-marker analysis using JMP yield F 3 seeds, one of which (for each line) was then grown software (SAS Institute Version 5) was performed to locate and self-pollinated to yield F 4 seeds. The process of singlepotential QTL of large effect. Subsequently, a two-way ANOVA seed descent was continued to the F 8 generation. Cvi was was performed to control for major QTL found in the singlethe female in the cross leading to 118 of the RI lines (lines marker analysis and to identify additional loci displaying epi-CVL1-CVL74 and CVL101-CVL147) and Ler was the female static interactions with these major QTL. The false discovery parent leading to 44 lines (CVL148-CVL193). The direction rate (FDR) was used to assess the significance of the results of the cross was found to have had no effect on the nucleolar from both the single-marker analysis and the two-way ANOVA dominance phenotype in RI lines. Genotypic data for molecuinteraction test (Storey and Tibshirani 2003). The FDR is lar markers (49 on chromosome 1, 25 on chromosome 2, 41 the rate at which features declared significant are truly null. on chromosome 3, 23 on chromosome 4, and 45 on chromoFor this analysis, FDR q-values were calculated for each P-value, some 5) segregating among the 162 RI lines are available with a q-value threshold of 0.05, meaning that 5% of the results at http:/ /www.dpw.wau.nl/natural/resources/populations/CVI/. declared significant could be null on average. The P-value, by The same Cvi and Ler stocks (Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock contrast, is associated with the false-positive rate, the rate at Centre stocks N8580 and N8581) used by Alonso-Blanco et al.
which truly null features are declared significant. The FDR is (1998) to create the RI lines were used to make Cvi/Ler F 1 considered the more appropriate criterion for genome-wide hybrids to examine nucleolar dominance in F 1 and F 2 generaanalyses (Storey and Tibshirani 2003). Chromosome-wide tions. F 2 plants were grown from pooled seeds of multiple F 1 and genome-wide thresholds (calculated at q ϭ 0.05, or 5%) hybrid individuals.
were determined by this method. QTL scores above the chroPlant growth and nucleic acid extraction: Plants were grown mosome-wide significance level are considered significant and for 3 weeks in a growth chamber (25Њ, 8 hr light, 16 hr dark). Three entire seedlings for each RI line, or one entire F 1 or scores above the genome-wide threshold are extremely sig-Genetic Analysis of Nucleolar Dominance nificant (Cheverud 2001; Lander and Kruglyak 1995) . In addition, a randomized permutation test was performed using QTL Cartographer software to test the significance of QTL identified by single-marker analysis (Basten et al. 2002) . In this test, nucleolar dominance phenotypes were randomly matched to genotypes 1000 times and significant (P Ͻ 0.05) outcomes that occurred by chance alone were compared to the results of the single-marker analysis (Churchill and Doerge 1994; Doerge and Churchill 1996) . All single-marker QTL were significant above randomization, with the probability of false positives being Ͻ1:1000, consistent with the FDR tests. brid has the same contribution of rRNA genes from each are detected in only trace amounts (lanes 2 and 4). By contrast, F 1 hybrids 3 and 4 display expression of both the Cvi and Ler rRNA genes (lanes 6 and 8), although Cvi transcripts are more abundant than Ler transcripts only Ler rRNA genes. The occurrence of nucleolar domeven in these individuals. These results show that nucleinance among a segregating F 2 population suggested to olar dominance occurs in a specific direction in interus that the nucleolar dominance phenotype could be ecotype hybrids of A. thaliana, but does so in a stochastic genetically mapped as a trait. manner in the F 1 . Stochastic onset of nucleolar domiNucleolar dominance occurs in Cvi/Ler recombinant nance in newly formed hybrids, ranging from partial to inbred lines: Recombinant inbreds have genomes that complete dominance in F 1 hybrids, is not unpreceare a mosaic of sequences derived from two progenitors dented, having been previously described in F 1 allotetbut are essentially homozygous at any given locus. We raploid hybrids of A. thaliana and Arabidopsis arenosa obtained a population of Ler/Cvi RI lines (F 8 genera- (Chen et al. 1998) .
RESULTS

Nucleolar dominance occurs within
tion) previously genotyped with respect to ‫081ف‬ genetic In the F 2 generation of Cvi ϫ Ler hybrids, following markers (Alonso-Blanco et al. 1998) . DNA from each recombination between the two parental genomes and RI line was tested by CAPS analysis as in Figure 1 to segregation of recombinant chromosomes, nucleolar identify lines that contained both Ler and Cvi rRNA dominance continued to be apparent among the F 2 popugenes. Lines possessing both parental rRNA gene types lation ( Figure 1C ). The dominance of Cvi over Ler rRNA in similar abundance and for which genotyping revealed gene transcription ranged from partial dominance (e.g., a Cvi marker nearest one NOR and a Ler marker nearest lanes 2, 4, 12) to essentially complete dominance (lanes the other NOR were chosen for further study (47 lines, listed in Table 1 ). In F 8 individuals, each locus is ex-6 and 16). In no case did an F 2 individual transcribe NOR2 (Figure 3 ), resulting in a mean Ler/Cvi transcript ratio of 0.38. In other words, this specific combination Figure 3 .-RI lines with Cvi at NOR4 and Ler at NOR2 display a greater nucleolar dominance phenotype than RI lines with Ler at NOR4 and Cvi at NOR2. Each diamond represents the mean phenotype (from two trials) for one RI line, and the circle represents the mean of the mean phenotypes for all lines having the specified NOR genotype. Note that when Ler contributes NOR4, transcript levels of Cvi and Ler tend to be similar, whereas when Cvi contributes NOR4, Cvi transcripts on average are ‫-3ف‬fold more abundant than Ler transcripts and can be 20-fold greater or more (phenotypic values of 0.05).
of NORs results, on average, in Ler rRNA transcripts being approximately threefold less abundant than Cvi Table 1 and shown. It is expected that a QTL of equal intensity exists on data points above the mean in Figure 3 ). By contrast, both chromosomes because they are interdependent genetic when NOR4 was inherited from Ler and NOR2 was deloci in F 8 RI lines that were prescreened to find those that rived from Cvi, the Ler and Cvi rRNA gene transcripts possess both Cvi and Ler rRNA genes. In other words, if one tended to be expressed at similar levels, with a mean NOR is Cvi, the other is Ler, giving each associated QTL equal significance. No other chromosomes displayed significant nucleolar dominance phenotype (Ler/Cvi transcript ra-QTL by single-marker analysis. tio) that varied only twofold in either direction from a mean value of 1.22 (Figure 3) .
QTL involved in nucleolar dominance include the and B). It is important to realize that having one NOR NORs and an interacting locus:
The variation in nucleofrom Ler in a highly inbred RI line with rRNA genes lar dominance phenotype in RI lines that inherited Cvi of both progenitors automatically means that the other NOR4 and Ler NOR2 suggested that other alleles segre-NOR is Cvi. Thus the QTL associated with the NORs are gating among the RI population might be needed in mutually interdependent and cannot be distinguished addition to this combination of NORs for nucleolar from one another in these analyses. Therefore, we refer dominance to occur. Therefore, nucleolar dominance to these two QTL together as the NOR QTL. The NOR phenotypic values, combined with the data for the geno-QTL account for only 51% of the variation seen in the type markers segregating among the RI lines, were used nucleolar dominance phenotype ( Table 2 ). The latter to perform single-marker QTL analysis aimed at locating calculation provides a numerical explanation for the potential nucleolar dominance QTL of large effect. Geobservation that inheritance of Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2 netic markers AD.156C and ANL2, nearest to NOR2 and is associated with all cases of essentially complete nucleo-NOR4 (at 0 cM on the genetic maps), respectively, and lar dominance yet does not guarantee its occurrence other linked markers were readily identified as major (see Figure 3 and Table 1 ). QTL, with the significance of the association decreasing with increasing distance from the NORs (Figure 4 , A Because the NORs were the only loci of strong effect QTL and their contribution to the variation in the nucleolar dominance phenotype. Chromosomal positions for the QTL are listed as are their LOD scores and significance levels. The significance level is the q-value calculated for the P-values determined by ANOVA and represents the likelihood that the QTL occurs by chance alone. The NOR QTL was determined by single-marker analysis. The remaining QTL, which map to a contiguous region of chromosome 3, are identified only in combination with the NOR QTL. Although GH.226C on chromosome 3 contributes the most variation to the phenotype, the entire region of chromosome 3 between 23 and 30 cM shows significant interaction with the NORs.
DISCUSSION
identified by single-marker QTL analysis, we looked for additional loci that contribute to nucleolar dominance Genetic analysis of nucleolar dominance has been but only in combination with the NORs. Therefore, a hampered by limitations inherent to the use of sterile two-way ANOVA was performed using the NOR QTL interspecific F 1 hybrids or allopolyploids as model sysmarker ANL2 in combination with every other marker tems. Our demonstration that uniparental rRNA gene to find genetic interactions that contribute to nucleolar expression occurs in fertile, diploid hybrids of geodominance. A significant epistatic interaction was found graphically isolated ecotypes of A. thaliana provides a between the NOR QTL and several adjacent markers new system that circumvents these problems. In hybrids located on chromosome 3 ( Figure 5A ). This interaction of the A. thaliana ecotypes Cvi and Ler, nucleolar domiaccounts for as much as 10% of the variation seen in nance can be observed in the F 1 generation, as is the the nucleolar dominance phenotype and is strongest case for numerous interspecific hybrids that have been for marker GH.226C located 23 cM from the top of studied in the past. However, not every Cvi ϫ Ler F 1 chromosome 3 ( Figure 5A and Table 2 ). It is noteworthy hybrid individual displays nucleolar dominance, indicatthat with relatively small sample sizes, there can be an ing a stochastic aspect to the onset of nucleolar domiupward bias in estimates of the percentage of variance nance. A stochastic onset to nucleolar dominance also explained by individual quantitative trait loci (Lynch and has been observed in interspecific hybrids, specifically Walsh 1998). Therefore, it is possible that the percentages in synthetic allotetraploid hybrids of A. thaliana and A. of variances reported here for QTL effects are higher than arenosa, which recreate the natural allotetraploid spewould be found had more than 47 RI lines bearing Cvi cies, Arabidopsis suecica (Chen et al. 1998) . Allotetraploids NOR4 and Ler NOR2 been tested. However, it is not likely maintain two copies of the NORs inherited from each that this bias leads to false-positive results.
progenitor yet express only the NORs of one progenitor. Marker GH.226C shows an interesting pattern of in-
The recombinant inbred lines we have studied are hoteraction with the NORs, depending on the specific combimozygous for each NOR and thus they, too, have two nations in which the alleles occur in the RI lines (Figure copies of each progenitor's NORs in a diploid, yet in 5B). Dominance of Cvi NOR4 is most pronounced when some cases (when Cvi contributes NOR4) express only the chromosome 3 QTL is inherited from Ler and is one. On the basis of these considerations, we have no least pronounced when both NOR4 and the chromoreason to suspect that uniparental rRNA gene expressome 3 QTL are inherited from Cvi ( Figure 5B ). Intersion in interecotype hybrids is different from nucleolar estingly, these data suggest that if Ler contributes the dominance as it has been studied traditionally in interportion of chromosome 3 that corresponds to the QTL, species hybrids. the relative expression of NOR4 vs. NOR2 is increased A long-standing question has been whether rRNA approximately twofold, regardless of whether NOR4 is genes or complete NORs are the units of regulation in inherited from Cvi or Ler. By contrast, when the chronucleolar dominance. Our analyses of nucleolar domimosome 3 QTL is inherited from Cvi, differences in the nance in Cvi/Ler RI lines favor the latter hypothesis in relative expression of NOR4 and NOR2 are less prothat Cvi rRNA genes are not always dominant over Ler nounced, causing Ler/Cvi transcript ratios to come rRNA genes. Those RI lines that displayed essentially complete nucleolar dominance expressed Cvi rRNA closer to 1.0, which indicates codominance ( Figure 5B ). ment is that some RI lines that inherited Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2 fail to display a strong nucleolar dominance phenotype. For these reasons, it seems highly unlikely that individual rRNA genes dictate the occurrence of nucleolar dominance.
The fact that all RI lines displaying a strong nucleolar dominance phenotype inherited Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2 suggests that there is something special about this specific combination of NORs. It is not simply the case that NOR4 is always dominant and NOR2 is always underdominant. For instance, when Ler rRNA genes make up NOR4 and Cvi contributes NOR2 the outcome is not strong dominance of Ler rRNA genes, but varying degrees of Ler and Cvi rRNA gene coexpression. NOR2 and NOR4 are known to be similar in size, at least in the Landsberg ecotype (Copenhaver and Pikaard 1996) , suggesting that size variation in Landsberg NORs does not make NOR2 more vulnerable to silencing. Although the sizes of Cvi NORs are not known, knowing this fact would not explain why only some, and not all, of the RI lines that inherit Cvi NOR4 and Ler NOR2 display a strong nucleolar dominance phenotype. Instead, it appears that unlinked modifiers, including the QTL identified on chromosome 3, affect the relative expression of NOR4 vs. NOR2, thus affecting the strength of the et al. 1990) . Deletions or rearrangements in the long arm of rye chromosome 1R, the arm that does not include the NOR, also result in codominance of the rye genes that had been inherited at NOR4. In these lines, and wheat NORs. Furthermore, substitution of rye chrotranscripts from the Ler rRNA genes located at NOR2 mosome 2R, which does not possess an NOR, by wheat were undetectable or present in only trace amounts. chromosome 2D causes the rye NOR to be expressed Cvi rRNA genes were not strongly dominant when Cvi (Neves et al. 1997b ). These observations indicate that contributed NOR2. Given the well-known concerted evounlinked sequences play roles in suppressing the rye lution of rRNA genes, which causes their sequence ho-NOR in a rye-wheat hybrid. Our ability to map at least mogenization within a species or population (Dover one QTL unlinked to the NORs within a specific chroand Flavell 1984; Flavell 1986a), one would expect mosome interval using the Arabidopsis interecotype hythe rRNA genes at Cvi NOR2 and Cvi NOR4 to be essenbrid system holds promise for ultimately identifying tially identical in sequence. In keeping with this expectagenes that act as modifiers of nucleolar dominance, tion, the RsaI restriction site we used for CAPS analysis which may be similar in Arabidopsis and cereals. is absent in Ler rRNA genes but occurs in every Cvi
What might the QTL on chromosome 3 encode? The rRNA gene and therefore must be present at both NOR2 epistasis analysis ( Figure 5B ) suggests that the occurrence and NOR4. Furthermore, rRNA genes are Ͼ99% identiof Ler sequences at this locus causes an increase in NOR4 cal in sequence even between A. thaliana ecotypes, inrRNA gene transcription or a suppression of NOR2 exprescluding Cvi and Ler, making it difficult to find sequence polymorphisms (Copenhaver et al. 1995) . A final argusion. Overexpression of an RNA polymerase I transcrip-work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant R01-tion factor might cause increased transcription, although GM60380 to C.S.P.
it is not clear why this would preferentially affect NOR4. Alternatively, nucleolar dominance is known to involve rRNA gene silencing due to cytosine hypermethylation LITERATURE CITED and specific histone modifications (Chen and Pikaard 1997; Lawrence et al. 2004) . The QTL on chromosome 3 it is intriguing that another study that used the Cvi/Ler
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